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Introduction
There is growing pressure on investors to find investment solutions
that are aligned with, and could enable them to achieve their
investment goals. At Momentum Global Investment Management
Limited (MGIM) we have a long heritage of investing across a wide
range of asset classes and geographies, casting the net wide to find
the most appropriate investment opportunities for investors.
By balancing risk and return factors and opportunities in our range
of risk profiled multi-asset solutions, we seek to leverage our
experience and expertise to deliver targeted outcomes that closely
align with our investors’ expectations.

“Our heritage is multi-asset investing,
where we are a leader with our
outcome-based investment
philosophy. We strive to deliver
investment outcomes and
experiences that are closely aligned
with the real investment needs of our
investors. With us, it’s personal”

Ferdi Van Heerden, CEO

About us
At MGIM we have a long track record of delivering returns by investing across a
wide range of assets. This diversified approach to investment has the potential to
both enhance returns and reduce risk for our investors.
We are outcome-based investors, meaning we construct funds and portfolios with
a clear set of outcomes in mind. Hence, every investment decision we make is
with these at the forefront of our thinking. Our specialism in multi-asset investing
means that we have significant expertise to manage risks relative to targeted
outcomes in the most efficient and effective way possible.
MGIM was established in the UK in 1998 and focuses on designing, building and
managing outcome-based investment solutions for investors globally, delivered
through multi-asset portfolios and tailored client solutions.
We work closely with our institutional and adviser partners in the UK and Europe,
Asia and the Middle East, South America and South Africa in order to manage
solutions that meet the needs of our clients.
Whilst we are a focussed (boutique) UK based investment manager, we have a
large parent company in Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited (Momentum
Metropolitan). Momentum Metropolitan has an integrated financial services
company with a strong balance sheet, and a market capitalisation of GBP1.5 billion
as at 31 December 2020.
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Multi-asset investing
We follow an outcome-based investment philosophy which guides our approach
in determining the optimal strategic asset allocation for a particular investment
objective.
Asset allocation is widely recognised as a key driver of investment outcomes. Our
core strength is a detailed, in-depth understanding of multiple asset classes. For
each asset class we undertake extensive modelling using proprietary techniques to
assess valuations and likely risks and returns under different scenarios. We seek to
allocate to assets that are supportive of good future growth in valuations.
We believe in the value of optimally blending various asset classes, investment
strategies and mandates to provide robust solutions with the aim of making the
investment journey for the end client as palatable as possible.
A consistent outcome-based investment philosophy means using international
diversification and unrivalled flexibility to seek the investment return necessary to
achieve a desired outcome while eliminating unnecessary risk.
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Taking a different approach
The Momentum Multi-Asset Range has been designed to offer a range of riskrated funds targeting either inflation or income plus returns over a minimum
four year time horizon. The funds are broadly diversified portfolios investing in a
wide range of global asset classes such as equities, fixed income, cash, property,
infrastructure, alternative strategies and cash. The funds’ strategic asset allocation
is designed with the aim of achieving the stated target return while staying within
their nominated risk bands. The funds’ tactical asset allocation is actively managed
and reflects Momentum’s views on asset classes, regions, and currency.
The Momentum Multi-Asset Fund Range is distinctive in having a wide range of
investable assets, including direct equities and talented third party fund managers
and a wide range of alternative assets for the markets and opportunities we see
today. The fund range encompasses different risks and outcomes aligned to
an investor’s needs, each delivered from a diversified pool of assets. Our heritage
in Multi-Asset investing coupled with strong research expertise allows us to
capitalise on new opportunities as they appear.
VT Momentum
Diversified
Cautious

VT Momentum
Diversified
Balanced

VT Momentum
Diversified
Moderate

VT Momentum
Diversified
Income

VT Momentum
Diversified
Growth

Distribution
Technology risk
rating
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Investment target

UK CPI + 3%
(net)

UK CPI +4%
(net)

UK CPI +5%
(net)

UK CPI +5%
(net)

UK CPI +6%
(net)

Asset exposure

Global, multiasset

Global, multiasset

Global, multiasset

Global, multiasset

Global, multiasset

Currency
exposure

UK centric

UK centric

UK centric

UK centric

UK centric

8 April 2002

8 April 2002

GBP 1,000

GBP 1,000

Inception date
Minimum initial
investment

5 November 2012 5 November 2012 5 November 2012
GBP 1,000

GBP 1,000

GBP 1,000

Please refer to the Prospectuses for full details of the fund, its charges, the investment objectives and
investment policy.
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Asset allocation
Asset classes within our portfolios
In UK equities, the Funds invest directly for some or all of their
exposure, leveraging the full extent of the team’s research expertise
and value investing experience.

In Overseas Equities, the Funds invest in strategies managed by third
party specialists who share a high conviction, benchmark agnostic
investment approach.
In Credit, the Funds gain exposure using both direct capabilities and
blending highly experienced managers which have differentiated
investment styles to benefit from a highly selective and diversifying
exposure.

Within Specalist Assets, the Funds invest in a wide range of assets
and opportunities such as property, infrastructure, private equity and
specialist lending. We expect these to deliver long term returns that
are more predictable than equities and have more growth potential
than bonds. Care is taken to ensure liquidity is maintained by only
investing in investment structures we believe are appropriate to the
underlying assets.

Bringing the combination of all these areas together to deliver
what we believe is a truly differentiated approach to Multi-Asset
investing.
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Meet the team
The Momentum Global Investments team is very well resourced with wide
ranging capabilities. Ideas and research are shared across the teams and global
locations.
Specifically, the team responsible for investment decisions across the range of
multi-asset funds have many years expertise and experience, and many of the
team have worked together through multiple market cycles.
All portfolio managers have clear areas of research responsibility and are
supported by the broader team of analysts.
Once a decision is made, we implement it across the range of funds
commensurate to each portfolio’s risk level.

We believe that successful
investment management
is highly dependent on
good people, teamwork and
research.
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UK Portfolio Management team
Richard Parfect
Richard applies a value-driven approach to his specific focus on specialist
assets. Richard is a Fellow of the CISI and was a founder of Seneca
Investment Managers Limited (Seneca) in 2002. Richard previously
worked as a UK equity analyst at Merseyside Pension Fund and started
his career at Neilson Cobbold.

Mark Wright
Mark is responsible for UK equity research across our investment
mandates. Mark began his career at Seneca after graduating from the
University of York with a BSc degree in Economics. Mark is a CFA Charter
holder and an accredited member of the CFA Institute.

Tom Delic
Tom is responsible for emerging markets equity and credit research. Tom
has worked in the investment industry since 2009 after graduating from the
University of Liverpool with a first class degree in Mathematics with Finance.
After beginning his career as an investment analyst for Royal Liver Asset
Managers, he joined the team in October 2011.

Gary Moglione
Gary’s role is focused on developed market overseas equity and credit
research. Gary joined Seneca in April 2018. Previously Gary has performed
similar fund management roles within Multi-Asset and Fund of Funds at
Royal Liver Asset Managers and Amundi Investment Management.

Alex Harvey
Alex is a Senior Portfolio Manager and Investment Strategist with a more
macro focused research tilt including credit and asset allocation strategy.
He also manages Momentum’s Managed Portfolio Service (MPS) which
is broadly aligned in philosophy and positioning to the fund range.
Before joining Momentum in 2007 he was a Futures Portfolio Manager
(VP) at JP Morgan Asset Management, where he started his career in
1998 after graduating from the University of Nottingham with a degree
in Management Studies with French. Alex also studied at the Ecole
Supérieure de Commerce de Bordeaux and is a CFA Charterholder.
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Investment process
Within each asset class we go through a similar process to identify the most
attractive style within each sub-sector. For instance, with equities we consider
return drivers such as value versus growth or small cap versus large cap to
ensure the equity portion of the portfolio is blended to the style mix with the
most attractive prospective returns for the level of risk contribution required.
Similarly in credit, the investment team will run analyses showing the relative
valuation of floating rate vs fixed rate securities, regional composition and
valuation dispersion, across credit rating, mortgage vs. corporate related
securities etc. The team will then move our portfolios appropriately following
debate and discussion on this proprietary research, much of which is
conducted in-house.
We consider implementation in a variety of ways. Where we feel it is more
efficient to do so, we will use external specialist managers to add alpha to our
asset class selection or to gain exposure to more niche or esoteric investment
opportunities.
The investment management team manages the funds within a strategic
framework, and within this they tactically allocate assets on an active basis in
order to expose the funds to the most attractive risk adjusted opportunities
available to them. Beyond the liquidity considerations that all daily dealing
funds should respect, the team has few limitations that might impede the
implementation of their views of where the best value lies. The finesse of our
process allows us to be very nimble in changing asset allocation.
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We believe a simple, well managed investment
process, consistently applied, is the best way of
delivering the quality investment outcomes that
investors need and want
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Outcome-based investing
At Momentum, we follow an outcome-based
investing philosophy
The investment outcome guides our approach in determining the optimal strategic
asset allocation. We asses asset classes both in the context of their potential to
deliver on the investment objective over the desired time horizon and also the risk
of the short-term drawdowns, with the aim of making the journey for the end client
as palatable as possible.
We use an optimisation process to derive the appropriate strategic asset allocation
that has the best probability of delivering on the desired outcome by focusing on
preferences such as:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Maximising the probability of achieving the target
Minimising the risk of falling meaningfully short of the target at the end of
the investment Horizon.
Minimising the risk of negative absolute returns over 12 months, and
Minimising the probability of experiencing a large drawdown over a 12 month
period.

Such an optimisation process allows us to meaningfully improve the risk-return
characteristics of a portfolio, by expanding the universe of available asset classes,
harvesting diversification benefits and reducing portfolio risk without giving up
expected returns.
The funds’ tactical asset allocation is actively managed and reflects Momentum’s
views on asset classes, regions and currency.
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Sources of return
The diagram below shows the increased probability of delivering the
investor outcome through the application of optimisation over and
above a simple buy and hold 60/40 equity bond portfolio.

Source: Momentum. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. 60/40 is a traditional
balanced portfolio – 60% equity 40% fixed income.
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Risk aware
Having a clear and consistently applied process is
just one part of our approach to mitigating risk for
our investors
Risk is not best expressed in volatility units, or VaR measures, true risk is much
more than that. Ultimately for our investors, risk is the chance of a permanent
impairment of their real purchasing power. Our approach explicitly focuses on this
type of risk, allowing the portfolios to aim to deliver superior returns over the long
run which grow our investors’ real wealth over time
We believe manager outperformance is often a result of style outperformance.
Therefore it is paramount to select styles which are appropriate to the outcome
and risk desired. Within our higher risk portfolios and funds we have a greater
style bias towards value, while lower risk portfolios are blended across different
investment styles that each tend to outperform under different scenarios, thereby
diversifying idiosyncratic equity style risk. We monitor the relative ‘cheapness’ of
the different styles by looking at cross-sectional valuation views of the market.
This allows us to assess which style or section of each market is most likely
to outperform in the future, which is often very different to which style has
outperformed in the past.
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01

Risk is required in order to make returns

02

Risk can be managed not controlled

03

Risk is more than volatility true risk is permanent loss of capital consider worst
case outcomes

04

Best defence is a diverse portfolio of undervalued assets

05

Increase the opportunity set blending uncorrelated assets enables true
diversification improves risk: return profile

Quality outcomes
The Momentum Multi-Asset Funds are a range of outcome-based portfolios
designed to provide a balance of risk and reward profiles to meet your clients’
differing investment objectives. The Funds are designed for investors who seek
an investment solution with a clear goal and without undue risk.
The Funds offer a choice of five portfolios to best suit client needs and
objectives. The Funds are a unique combination of risk-rated, outcome-based
strategies and are designed to be held as a core diversified, multi- asset holding
that invest in best in class solutions managed by our specialist investment
team. A true ‘whole of market’ proposition.
Multi-Asset Range Strategic Asset Allocation
Equities

VT Momentum Diversified
Cautious

VT Momentum Diversified
Balanced

Risk 3***
UK CPI +3%

Risk 4
UK CPI +4%

Credit
Specialist Assets
Defensive Assets*
Cash and Equivalents

VT Momentum Diversified
Moderate

VT Momentum
Diversified Income Fund

Risk 5
UK CPI +5%

Risk 5
UK CPI +5%

VT Momentum
Diversified Growth Fund

Risk 6
UK CPI +6%

*Defensive Assets have reduced/negative correlation to equity markets to provide a more defensive element during
times of market stress. Defensive Assets may consist of a variety of investments such as gold**, government bonds,
short ETFs and managed futures strategies.
** Exposure to physical gold is achieved through investments in exchange traded certificates (ETC) which aim to provide
the performance of gold, as measured by the LBMA Gold Price (PM), which is a recognised benchmark for gold. A Gold
ETC is a certificate which is secured by gold bullion, held within the vaults of a nominated custodian.
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Risk rating assigned by Dynamic Planner***

Platform availability
You can make a direct investment into the multi-asset range through Valu-Trac
Administration Services. Our investment products are also available through a wide
range of online investment platforms. All our investment products are suitable for
general investment accounts (GIA), individual savings accounts (ISA), self-invested
personal pensions (SIPP), other pensions and most other tax wrappers.
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For professional and institutional investors
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Contact us
UK Offices in London and Liverpool

Horton House, Tenth Floor,
Exchange Flags, Liverpool L2 3YL

The Rex Building, 62 Queen St,
London EC4R 1EB

+44 (0)151 906 2481

+44 (0)207 489 7223

info@momentum.co.uk

distributionservices@momentum.co.uk
www.momentum.co.uk
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With us, it’s personal
Contact our sales team
Steve Hunter - Head of Business Development
steve.hunter@momentum.co.uk
0151 906 2481
07470 478 974
Helen O’Loughlin - Senior Business Development Consultant
helen.oloughlin@momentum.co.uk
0151 906 2483
07789 745 214
Lucy Dolan - Senior Business Development Consultant
lucy.dolan@momentum.co.uk
0151 906 2479
07384 116 526
Michael Agnew - Business Development Consultant
michael.agnew@momentum.co.uk
0151 906 2470
07477 414 717

Here for your investment journey to success
www.momentum.co.uk
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Whilst Momentum Global Investment Management Limited has used all reasonable efforts to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained in this communication, we cannot guarantee the reliability,
completeness or accuracy of the content. Before investing you must read the key investor information
document (KIID) as it contains important information regarding the funds, including charges, tax and fund
specific risk warnings and will form the basis of any investment. The prospectus, KIID and application forms for
the VT Momentum Funds are available in English from Valu-trac administration services (01343 880344). Net
Asset Value (NAV) performance may not be linked to share price performance, and shareholders could realise
returns that are lower or higher in performance. The annual investment management charge and other charges
are deducted from income and capital. The KID, Investor Disclosure Document and latest Annual Report are
available at http://www.momentum.co.uk. Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is registered
in England and Wales (Company Registration No. 3733094). The registered address is The Rex Building, 62
Queen Street, London, EC4R 1EB. Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (232357) and is an authorised Financial
Services Provider pursuant to the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 in South Africa.
Your capital is at risk.

